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CAP open meeting 
The Sufficiency requirement 
by Lllnce Schechterle 
(The following anicle is the third in a series of 
essays on the PLAN degree requirements. 
The WPI Committee on Academic Policy is 
sponsoring an open meeting to discuss the 
Implementation of the Sufficiency; the 
meeting is scheduled for 10 April at 4:00 p.m. 
In the Library Seminar Room. As in earlier 
open meetings, all students and faculty are 
Invited to discuss their opinions concerning 
the extent to which the intent of the original 
degree requirement has been implemented 
successfully.) 
Like most other modern technical colleges 
and universities, as its educational goal WPI 
encourages its students to develop all the 
sides of their mental potential, rather than 
merely training them to perform without 
question one or another set of technical 
operations. Commentators on contemporary 
life commonly lament the problems which 
have arisen from applying technology 
w1thout questioning its effects on society at 
large, or on the practitioner himself. To make 
the modern engineer or scientist aware of the 
Implications of his or her work, In December 
1969 the WPI faculty adopted a statement of 
goats which in pan read: "it is the fun· 
damental purpose of WPI to impart to its 
students an understanding of a sector of 
science and technology and a mature un. 
derstanding of themselves, and the needs of 
the people around them" 11975·76 
Operstionsl Cstologue, p . 71. 
To implement this "Goal," the WPI faculty 
in 1970 adopted the WPI PLAN. Two PLAN 
degree requirements, the Competency and 
the MOP, address themselves specifically to 
evaluating the student's technical 
knowledge. The other two degree 
requirements, the Sufficiency and the lOP l1f 
the student chooses one), are concerned 
Minutes of April 3 
more with helping students to see the 
relationship between their predominantly 
technical education on the one hand, and the 
goals and needs both of society and of 
themselves as individuals, on the other. The 
lOP, which Professor Oemetry discussed in 
these pages several months ago, often brings 
together the expertise of technology and the 
social sciences. The Sufficiency, on the other 
hand, makes available to students the body 
of knowledge conventionally called the 
humanities - what at WPI embraces 
literature, history, philosophy, drama, music 
and art. 
Open meeting on ttte SuHiclency 
requirement spon10red by the Com-
mittee on Aclldemlc Polley 
Thursd•Y· AprlllO • t 4:00 
in the Library Semln•r Room 
All students and f•culty are lnvl!ed. 
Mechanically, the Sufficiency is defined as 
5-3 Units of courses or IS·P's followed by a 
culminating IS-P; in this· final IS·P the 
student usually writes an original essay or 
research paper bas~ on a theme, defined by 
the student himself, which runs through the 
five previous courses or IS·P's. It' s the 
student's responsibility to define this theme 
for him or herself; the definition of the theme 
for the final essay thus in itself becomes an 
important challenge which indicates clearly 
the student's ability to pull together the 
material of the earlier 5-3 Units. (Students 
with questions about the theme they're 
pursuing should feel free to talk with the 
various consultants in the humanities listed 
on page 54 of the Operstional Cstlllogue.l 
The rationale for this system Is simple. 
Most WPI students spend most of their time 
studying technology and science, that is, 
Student Government 
INote: In an effort to promote better com-
munications between the Student Govern-
ment and the student body, the minutes of 
Student Government meetings will appear in 
Newspuk from now on. It is hoped that the 
students of WPI will take an active part in 
Student Government in the coming year.) 
On Thursday, April 3, 1975, 7:00 p.m. a 
meeting of the WPI Student Government 
took place with President Denise Gorski 
presiding. Present at this meeting: Bill 
Cunningham, Norton Boneparte, Pat 
Graham, Jim Hall, George Hefferon, Eric 
Hertz, John Smith, Pete Tordo, and Kevin 
Voecks. 
The Campus Ministry requested that the 
Student Government support the OX·Fam of 
America drive on Thursday. Aprjl 17, 1976. 
The ministry would set up tables and collect 
money for the hungry of the world end 
would request that everybody give up 
deserts that day so that the money could be 
donated to the cause. This would be 30 cents 
per person in the dining room. The other 
colleges in the area are supporting this drive 
also. The Executive council voted to support 
the drive. 
The Social Chairman run-off elections 
were announced by Denise for Thursday, 
April 10, 1975 from 10-4 in the Daniels Hall 
lounge. 
Under the area of committee reports, Pete 
Tordo of the IFC announced the IFC will be 
voting on Monday, April 7 on whether to 
accept the colonization of a new Fraternity, 
Zeta Psi. 
Eric Hertz of the Academic Comm1ttee 
announced that this committee will be 
making some recommendations for 
amendments to the constitution regarding 
the Academic Committee. These will be 
presented at a later date. 
Norton Bonaparte of the Campus Hearing 
Board stated that the board has three cases 
pending which will be heard by the old 
board. He stated that the new board should 
be complete in May when the faculty have 
filled their positions and the Student 
Govemment selects the Faculty member 
recommended by the students. 
Jim Hall announced he will be writing a 
proposal which would prohibit outside 
organizations from selling anything on 
campus. This proposal will be presented at a 
later date. 
The next topic of discussion was that of 
the Massachusetts Student Lobby and 
WPI's participation. A motion was presented 
to allow the Lobby to hold their next meeting 
on Campus In May. The motion was passed. 
WPI's membership in this organization was 
tabled to a later date. A resolution was read 
which would be sent to the State 
Representatives expressing our dismay 
regarding the Meal Tex. This resolution is 
being rewritten for the next meeting. 
Class elections will be held on Thursday, 
May 1, 1975. The general timetable appears 
elsewhere in this issue of Newspeek. 
The next Student Government will be held 
on Thursday, April 10, 1975 at 8:15 p.m. in 
the Library Seminar Room. The meeting was 
closed at 8:10 p.m . by Miss Gorski. 
Respectfully submitted, 
John Smith 
Student Government 
Secretary-Elect 
exercising their minds in that sector of 
human mental inventiveness which Ia 
brought into action when men and women 
examine the wortdngs of the physical world. 
The Sufficiency attempts to get WPI 
students to see how another sector of the 
human mentality works, loosely, that pan of 
the mind which studies the inner world. 
1 nstead of asking students to sample a wide 
variety of topics in the humanities, the 
Sufficiency gives students the opportunity to 
go into depth in one specific area of the 
humanities. The culminating essay, the topic 
which the student chooses for him or herself, 
should demonstrate the student's grasp of 
how the human mind operates in examining 
a selected area of the humanities. The extent 
to which the student defines an original 
theme growing out of his or her earlier work 
and writes a final essay which masters the 
implications of the theme, indicates the 
extent to which the student has com-
prehended how a sector of the mind other 
than the scientific operates. This grasp of 
how the mind confronts the characteristically 
open·ended problems found in the 
humanities is in fact at least as important as 
any facts of history or literature which the 
student may pick up. 
So much for the mechanics and rationale 
of the requirement. More important is ita 
ultimate purposes. First, just as mathematical 
expression is basic for the study of the 
sciences. so verbal expression is basic to the 
study of the humanities - and to science as 
well I An emphasis on verbal e~tpression, oral 
and written, has long been a part of most 
humanities courses at WPI. However, to 
increase the student's opportunities, to 
improve written expression, the WPI faculty 
recently accepted a modifiC8'tion of the 
humanities curriculum effective next year. In 
the new system a// humanities classes will be 
of approximately equal size (30-35), and 
about the same amount of written work will 
be available in each class. Thus fNery student 
will have the chance to improve his or her 
writing. 
Moreover, the equalization of class sizes 
will help to encourage more student 
discussion in class of the " open·ended" 
problems which characterize the humanities. 
Such discussion is a kind of " self-definition" 
and is central to the purposes of studying the 
humanities. In the sciences the student 
learns to solve problems in terms of choosing 
between sets of answers which work and 
sets of answers which are wholly in&c· 
ce,nable. In the humanities the student is 
exposed to problems in which all answers 
may have some value in them, and none can 
be totally rejected. Students in the sciences 
often assume that their discipline has at its 
core unshakable laws upon which the in· 
tellectual edifice of their studies is built. The 
price of this stability, however, can be a 
retreat from the changefulness and challenge 
of reality. More simply put, technical 
students often feel that their scientific 
studies are not helping them " find them· 
selves." or teaching them to deal with their 
lives. The need to study the humanities Is 
therefore all the greater at a technical college 
in order to expose stud~nts to sides of their 
m10d and personality other than the purely 
rational and abstract. Science deals 
creatively with abstracts, but every scientist 
or engineer, as a human being, must also _ 
deal with the shifting, ill-defined immediacies 
of life. 
Though no body of knowledge can give a 
person a conscience, the goal of studying the 
humanities is to introduce students to the 
questions and ideas with encourage the 
growth of individual responsibility. The 
ferment generated by such a confrontation 
of varying Ideas is that from which the 
consicence can grow. If science provides a 
rational framework In which to organize data, 
then the humanities can open the door to the 
sometimes ambiguous experiences which 
teach how to handle that data with full 
consideration of the rights of the individual 
and of society. IThe comments here, it 
should be understood, represent my personal 
views, not in evew case departmental 
policy.) 
Your move 
The general consensus of opinion we've been able to collect 
over the past term is that the new editorial staff succeeded in 
breathing some new life into Newspeak and managed to turn out a 
pretty good product. However immodest it sounds, we think so. 
Unfortunately, we can't keep it up. ' 
The last seven issues of Newspeak reflect the hard work· of a 
few people who made very real sacrifices to the paper and simply 
can't repeat the performance. As much as we'd like to, we can't. 
Anyone who has come to expect our past quality is go~ng to be 
disappointed this term, because Newspeak lacks one very Important 
resource: people. 
This is not our usual "writer needed" plea that Newspeak makes 
so often. The problem is severe enough to force us to forego printing 
our Spree Day issue and the issue of April 22. As time goes on, more 
cutbacks may be necessary, depending on our situation. 
The student newspaper of WPI needs the support of the 
students of WPI. It's that simplelll 
If you're interested in helping out in any way at all, even if you're 
unsure which way, stop by the office in the Riley Quiet Room on 
Saturday or ~onday afternoon or drop a note to box 2472. It may 
take us a while to organize the effort to include you, so please be 
patient. A little concern from enough people could pay off for 
everyone. 
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Letters: 
Bussing 
To the Editors: 
On April 10, at 7:30 in the Old Library, 
room 218. at Clark Univers1ty there will be an 
organizational meeting to form a Worcester 
Chapter of the National Student Coalition 
Against Racism (NSCARI. 
When the school buses began rolling in 
September to desegregate Boston's schools, 
a huge racist offensive was launched, led by 
Boston's School Committee members with a 
base of support In South Boston. The racists 
stoned buses, attacked Blacks, and shot into 
houses at the predominately Black and 
Puerto Rican Columbia Point housing com-
prex. 
On November 30, fiVe thousand people 
assembled on Boston Common in defense of 
the Black cornmu nity and the bussing 
program. On December 14, twenty thousand 
people marched In support to the Black 
community. Following these two demon-
strations, a National Conference was called 
for February 14, 15, and 16 to map out a 
strategy for further defense of the right to 
quality equal education. At this conference 
attended by over 2,000 people from around 
the country, Thomas Atkins called for a 
march on Boston on May 17, the 21st an-
niversary of the Brown vs. Topeka ruling of 
the Supreme Court which held segregated 
schooling unconstitutional. 
The students, trade unionists, and political 
activists who attended the conference voted 
to support the call for the May 17 march, and 
to form the National Student Coalition 
Against Racism. The purpose of NSCAR is 
to mobolize support from any and all sectors 
of American society willing to fight for the 
rights of the Black Community. NSCAR is 
open to all people, regardless of whether 
they are students. We hope that you will 
attend the organizational meeting at Clark on 
April 10. 
NSCAR 
Worcester Chapter 
Degree deadlines 
To the Editors: 
I would like to share with the students the 
contents of the following memorandum 
which I recently sent to members of the 
faculty: 
For Plan studtHJts who Me to r«eive 
degrees st the May 31 g,.dustion th11 
dHdline for rectJipt of 8111 " CtH"tiflcstion of 
Degree Requirements " forms in the 
Registrar's OHice wiN be 4:00P.M. THURS-
DAY, MAY 22. 1975. The MQP 11nd lOP 
certific11tions must be eccom~H~nlfd by the 
final project documentlltion. 
have not lllrt111dy done so consider setting 11 
firm deadline for their pttrSOnal r«tJipt of the 
finiJI document11tion AT LEAST two WHics in 
11dvance of Mlly22 to provide sdequ11te time 
for evlJ/uating the mattlriBI and for the 
students to underteke such revisions as may 
be neceSSBry. 
Based upon last yHr's BJt.perience I would 
like to ; ecommend that projfiCt advisors who 
The casuiJI approach with which some 
students have ruponded to report com-
pletions this year would sttem to foreC8st a 
traumatic ending of the term unless tiHI 
urgency of l"f1Hting 11n Hrly May submission 
deadline to the project advisor is strongly 
emphasized at the opening of Term D. 
William R. Grogan 
Candidates' thank you 
' 
To the Editors: To the Editol'tl: 
I want to express my thanks to all those 
who worked for my election, and whose 
encouragement during my campaign was so 
tmportant to me. 
I pledge you my best effort and I'm 
confident that if we all work together we can 
develop an even better student government. 
My door IM 2181 is open to everyone. Feel 
free to come see me with any ideas you may 
have. 
We wish to thank those who voted for us 
and especially those who were too stoned to 
get up there to vote and urge you all to 
support John and Rusty for SC co-chairmen. 
We also wish to thank Jake for the great 
poster he started ... and lots of people for a 
good buzz. "What is music in love? PUFF, 
PUFF." 
George Hefferon 
President elect 
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Plan grades? 
To the Editors: 
I have read with considerable interest the 
article by Greg Cipriano on the first page of 
the February 18 issue of Newspeak. 
While I doubt if there is any perfect 
method of rating the ab1lity of students 1 
believe the time proven system of letters 
which represent percentages has been 
reasonably satisfactory for many years. 
I fail to understand how putting all 
students who pass in one hopper and those 
who do not pass in another with a few in a 
third extra special hopper will solve all the 
problems. 
As head of an engineering group for about 
40 years it was necessary to hire graduates of 
technical schools and some yardstick was 
needed to flnd the exceptional or better 
students. For example if I sent a represen-
tative to Tech to select engineers they had to 
return with information which would support 
their selection. How can this selection be 
made from the hopper of "paaed" students 
without some sort of grading? It It not 
possible for the Department Heed of an 
engineering company to consult with every 
teecher. 
However es far as communications be-
tween the student and teecher as far back as 
60 years ago I recall the teachers consulting 
with students to ascertain how the student 
felt about the progress he was making. This 
did not seem to me to be a lack of com-
munications. Perhaps this practice no longer 
continues. If so, it should be resumed. 
I do not understand trying to "beat the 
system and evaluation procedures' '. My 
philosophy when I attended Tech was to get 
as much as I could in education and gave ro 
thought to such actions. I am sure whose 
who do try to " beat the System" are only 
hurting themselves which they will regret In 
the future. I should ask why is the old 
grading system "a repressive educational 
system". Mr. Cipdano does not explain! 
What Is " a form of feedback" ? This term is 
not familiar to me. 
shop, foundry and laboratories plus theses 
made at the end of the senior year. Does thia 
old system differ greatly from the present 
PLAN system? 
Some day the students of today will be tht 
superv1sors of tomorrow and many will be 
faced with the need to evaluate the abilitiea 
of their employees. Agam the same probl&nl 
rears its ugly head. How can such evaluatioq 
be made which will be fair to all? 
Most organizations require periodic 
reviews of their employees to determine 
whether they deserve a raise In salary. 
Many systems provide a check-off svst8111 
showing various degrees of evaluation. Thll 
system involves the use of such superlativt~ 
as Excellent, Good, Fair, poor and the like. 
However one supervisor's opinion of any f/1 
these grades it different than the others anti 
as a result hie department" mey get greete 
ralsee. This is not perfect and one w.y, 
namely restricting the amount of fundi 
available for relies, was used to prevent tao 
much of this sort of grading. 
I was on the personnel board of the town 
for a number of years after I retired. We • 
the rates for all the jobe in town earned 011 
merit but usually they were awarded whlft 
the yearty review came up. 
I asked the Fire Chief why he had so meny 
men in the top grade. He said I assign jobe &o 
them, they do it, and I recommend they bt 
paid the top job nne. In other words the ..,.. 
with more experience or the man who giwle 
little beyond that expected of him gets no 
reward for this greater ability. This is poor 
supervision but Is the trend in which m011 
labor agreements are going or have gone. 1 
believe in merit Increases and I agree in 
decreases when economic conditions requn 
it. 
I am not In favor of the PLAN system of 
grading. It does not supply the student, the 
prospective employer or any school to whidt 
he would like to transfer the needed In-
formation for use in evaluating his ability. 
I am a strong advocate of students Ieem-No method of grading will assure the 
student of a good education. It Is up to him 
to get that education and it is only fair to his 
sponsor or parents to have periodic reports 
of his progress and also for him to know also. 
I do not understand how a student knows 
where he stands when graded by the PLAN 
system. Certainly student-teacher con-
ferences help the student, a system used for 
years, but if he wants a job or a transfer to 
another school some sort of supporting data 
is needed. The fact that he passed is not a 
measure of his ability. 
ing the English language so that they cen 
explain their ideas both in speech and 
writing. I consider English to be the mOll not 
important study in any school. R• 
There were at least four mistakes in lresl 
English in the subject article which tended 10 lie( 
detract from the author's credibility and 
ability. Perhaps a student-teacher con-
ference is in order. 
I hope this letter will be accapted con-
structively. mta 
When I attended Tech we had projects 
such as those in the machine shop, pattern 
desi 
Arthur Nu tt, '16 lee 
Trustee EmeritUI re 
Who's Shakespeare? 
To the Editors: 
I realize that being a school paper, 
Newspeak will undoubtedly have errors 
occasionally. I also realize that being an 
engineering school, and the Plan atop that, 
that the emphasis at WPI is on engineering 
rather than liberal arts courses. However, 
when you consider that one of the most well 
known authors,that one cannot have 
avoided reading at least some of, namely 
Shakespeare, has been offensively 
misquoted. After checking with the authors 
Blood drive 
The 1975 blood drive at WPI is over. There 
were 455 pints given with around 160 people 
being turned down for various reasons. SAE 
again had the best showinij with 54 per cent 
giving. The next three houses were KAP 36 
per cent, FIJI 34 per cent and TKE 32 per 
cent. 
We would like to express our thanks to all 
those who gave and especially to those who 
of the editorial regarding WPI "co-eds", 01 
"co-techs" if you wish, they assured me that 
they had correctly quoted the passage. What 
is the worst part of the misquote is that it il 
probably the best known, and • quoted 
passage of Shakespeare's works. It has been 
quoted from .sitting rooms to Star Trill 
episodes. Yes, " A rose by any other name 
would smell AS sweet." 
Jim White 
I Ed. Note: Now you know why we requHt 
that submitted material be typewritten.! 
helped In Alden and made the nurses' jobl 
easier. Of the people who helped, we would 
really like to thank Celia and Robert Shanit, 
Khanh Tran, and Jeff Wakefield for all their 
time over the four days. Without their help, 
the drive wouldn't have been as smooth. 
William Trask 
Dave Vogt 
Below Is a list of students wtlo are spending Term D at our Washington, D.C. Protect 
Center. 
John Mannint W.H. Fairbanks 
Tom MAiy Ed. Fasulo 
Tom McAloon S.M. Formal 
Joe ~rteMicl Daniel O.rfl 
Mike Meftesale John GriHtths 
Chuclc Nl8ftbet't Paul Grotfan 
Ray Robey Kevin .._stints 
Tom Vauthn CINtrles LaulOn 
Brian Young John ~ntlagll 
the address ia2116 Wisconsin Av•nue NW 
Walhlneton, ·o.c. 20017 
s 
holt 
for 
l!:m 
Yflll 
gro 
sho 
t~uire 
of 
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con-
tobl 
uld 
tnlt, 
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pcoming class elections 
~tions will take place on Thursday, May 1, 1975 for the following offices: 
SoPhomore, Junior and Senior class President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, and 
entative, Junior Prom Chairman·Co-Chairmen, Independent Representative, and 
ter Representative. 
Class Officers 
candidates for Representative, President, Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer for each 
must obtain fifty 1501 signatures from full-time members of their particular class. No 
can sign more than one petition for a particular office or for a position in a class other 
his own. 
Junior Prom 
Chairman-Co· Chairmen 
(;lnd1dates fOI' Junior Prom Chairman-Co·Chairmen must be a full-time member of the 
of 19n and must obtain signatures from fifty (50) full time members of the Class of 19n. 
Independent Representative 
Candidates for Independent Representative must not belong to any fraternity and must 
'" fifty 1501 signatures from non-fraternity students in any class except the Class of 1975. 
Commuter Representative 
Candidates for commuter Representative must be full-time student living off campus and not 
hternities. They must obtain fifty 1501 signatures from full time students In any class except 
Class of 1975 and who live off campus and not in Fraternities. 
1n all cases, no person may sign more than one petition for a particular office and no 
bers of the Class of 1975 may sign any petition. 
All petitions must be handed to George Hefferon in person no later tt'tan 4:00 p.m. on Friday, 
126, 1975. Under no circumstances should petitions be handed to anyone else. 
All candidates are welcome to submit articles to Newspeak. These are due in the Newspeak 
in' Riley Hall no later than 12 noon on Saturday, April 26, 1975. They should be typed it 
ble and the words accurately counted. 
There may be an open forum for the candidates. Details will be announced later. 
TIMETABLES FOR 
CLASS ELECTIONS 
Friday, April25, 1975 Petitions due to George Hefferon personally by 4:00 p.m. George lives 
Morgan 218. 
Saturday, April26, 1975 Articles for Newspeak due in the Newspeak office by 12 noon. 
Thursday, May 1, 1976 Elections, Daniels Hall. 
WPI housing 1975-76 
Room drawing will be on Thursday, April 
10. The times are: 6:30 p.m., Ellsworth-Fuller; 
15 p.m., Stoddard; 8:00 p.m., Women. 
lication, due in Student Affairs Office by 
12:00 noon, Thursday, April 10, «laY be 
,.c:ked up in the Accounting Office tor a $10 
lng tee unrefundable but applicable to rent. 
lhe fee will be forfeited if room assigned is 
lOt taken before the deadline of May 12. 
Reserved places will be held for incoming 
Wlhmen, all women, blacks and a few 
Ndically entitled students. Women are 
,.ranteed housing, but they must enter the 
ing to determine their preference fQr 
Sloddatd or Riley Ito the extent that these 
ings are sufficient to accommodate the· 
IIUII number of women!. Black students 
•ring to live in Stoddard C should file their 
lie for the lottery as in the past. AU students 
11e ehg1ble for the Ellsworth·Fuller draw. 
Squatters sovereigntY will hold for full 
llold over groups in Ellsworth and Fuller, and 
b E·F groups of at least 4 (for 7-manl 
1111111, 3 I for 5-man aptsl or 2 (for 3-man aptsl 
who are able to re·form a full occupancy 
fOUP Less than 4, 3 or 2 hold-overs, left 
short by June graduations, will be given 
next·weighted preference for full occupancy 
groups in which they are members. Full-
occupancy groups will be given preference 
over less than full-occupancy groups. Last 
year, some supposedly full-occupancy 
groups . included dummy applicants; 
therefore, deserters retuming to college will -
be assessed at $250 default faa or not be 
allowed to register. 
Cuffent Stoddard residents must enter the 
room draw, but winners may keep their 
current rooms. 
Students may enter the E-F draw, in 
approptiate groups, and simultaneously, the 
general draw in appropriate (different-sized) 
groups; or they may enter the E·F draw only 
or the general draw only. Simoltaneous 
entries will IJe drawn first for E-F; winners 
must accept E-F choice; losers will 
automatically be entered in the general draw 
by their indicated re-groups (see Room Draw 
Application form). 
THE ROOM LOTIERY 
WILL BEHELD 
APRIL 10th 
IN THE WEDGE 
Below Is the average cost for room and board for Ellsworth-Fuller. 
and college housing room and board. The Ellsworth-Fuller figures are 
based on a limited ftsponse to a Student Affairs questionnaire. 
AverAge cost 1974-75 room, 
board, And electricity 
for Ellsworth-Fuller $1,365.00 
Average cost 1974-75 room and boArd 
for college housing S1 ,355.00 
Average fOSt antlciiNited for 1975-76 
room, food, and electricity 
for Ellsworth-Fuller 51 ,445.00 
Average anticiJNted cost for 1975-76 
room and board 
for college housing s 1,525.00 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Computer Science DeJNrtment 
* COLLOQUIM * 
Mr. Craig Franklin from 
Data General Corporation 
the talk will be on 
" ANSI Standard PL-1: Contents and Definitional Techniques" 
the talk will be held In 
Higgins Laboratories, Room 10' 
Refreshments will be served at 3:30p.m. 
and the talk wilt begin at 4 
on April14, 1975 
'Quote of the Week' 
"It (Newspeak) is not in limbo - it's in vertigo." 
J.M.Z. 
Social Co-Chairmen 
On Thursday, April 10, 1975, there will be a run·off election for the office of Social Co· 
Chairmen. This election is the result of a tie between Robert (Rusty) Hunter, John Ronna and 
Tom Zarrllli, John DeWine. Voting will take place in the Daniels Hall Lounge area between the 
hours ~f 10 a.m. ~nd 4 P·~· A c~rrent student I.D. is required to vote. Exercise your right to help 
determ1ne who w111 fill thiS very Important office for the coming year. 
Dewine/Zarrilli 
We would like to call your a"ention once 
more to vote in the election for social co-
chairman. John Dewine of Sigma Phi Ep-
silon, and Tom Zarrilli of Lambda Chi Alpha 
feel that their combined efforts can do the 
best for this campus. One objective is to get 
everyone involved, including the frats, 
commuters, freshmen and the rest of the 
student body. You pay a large fee each year 
for social activities, and we want you to get 
your money's worth. 
Both of the candidates have had a great 
deal of experience, with the Social Com-
mittee, Paul O'Brien, Dave Salomaki, Dean 
Brown, and even at fraternity social events. 
There's a lot more to this job that saying, 
"we'll guarantee this or that group." Big 
concerts are the most important avents, and 
we want the best names we can get. Also 
we'd like to establish operating ticket outlets 
at other schools so we can sell out. Then the 
budget could better supplement the pub, and 
other activities, such as current release 
movies, and some speakers that you'd really 
want to hear. Social Chairmen is a lot of 
work, but we want to do our best for YOU. 
Amendments 
The Student Body voted the amendments 
for the changes in the qualifications of the 
DormitOry Chairmen and the election of 
Social Chairmen-Co-Chairmen in by a two· 
thirds majority •. 
Article XI Section 3 was amended, 
changing the qualifications of the Dormitory 
Chairman from the required service of at 
least one year on the Dormitory Committee 
to the service of at least one year on the 
Internal Residence Hall Committee prior to 
his-her election. 
Article VII, Section 3, Pargraph A was 
amended so that the election of Social 
Chairman - Co-Chairmen will take place 
during Term B rather than Term Cas it has In 
the past so that the newly elected Chairmen 
will be able to attend the National En 
tertainment Conference which is held in 
February. 
SPREE 
DAY 
Is Coming 
Regardless of other area 
allowances to drop courses at 
almost any time during the · 
term, the final date for 
return of texts from Term 0 
for dropped courses is 25 
April 1975 at "lhe WPI 
Bookstore. 
Hunter/Ronna 
Dear fellow students, please take notice 
that runoff elections will be held on Thurs· 
day, April 10. RtJ&ty and I feel that this is a 
most Important election, and you must gGt 
out to vote. Please take the effort again. 
As stated in Newspeak March 11, our 
stand as Social Chairmen would be of very 
diverse scope, covering all ranges of social 
activities, and forming student associations 
contributing to our social and cultural ap· 
petites. 
We urge everyone to forsee a better 
environment for social and internal growth. 
The lack of awareness on campus is the first 
thtng to deal with. Please become aware. 
John Ronna and Rust Hunter implore you to 
vote on Thursday, April 10. 
Term D parking 
experiment 
"Past policy of ticketing and trying to 
collect fines has proved an ineffective means 
to solve campus parking problems. 52 
students and 79 faculty and staff had unpaid 
fines averaging $23.45 and totalling $3,070 
on March 31st. 
"Therefore, during Term D, any driver with 
a campus registration may disregard parking 
spaces marked "Staff", "Student", or 
"Visitor" and park in any of these .spaces 
found open. Only the single Doctor's marked 
space is reserved; in addition to that 
violation, ticketing will only occur for cars 
parked on campus without campus 
registration stickers, and for speeding, 
starting April 9, 1975': Of course, we expect 
that drivers will hot *ndon common sense 
in choosing parking places. That is the heart 
of this experiment. 
"All campus traffic tickets unpaid and 
issued prior to April 9 will be amnestied, 
whatever the viotation. The College is not 
trying to raise revenues from parking tickets. 
The College is only opemng up the possibility 
of a joint-community solution to our com· 
mon problem, a problem that can best b~ 
solved only by individual responsibility and 
cooperation by students, faculty and staff 
ahke. The success of these means can be 
considered in relation to other means after 
th1s Term D experiment. Your suggestions 
are invited." 
11te Ezec:uUve Council ol lhe 
student govemmeat Is aeeepUDg 
nemlna&lons for &he atadent body'l 
faculty appointment to the Campul 
Hearing Board. All atuden&a who 
wlab to aomlaa&e a particular 
faculty member to tbe poeltJoa, 
malt submit tbelr ume to ~orton 
Boaaparle <Riley 111 or Box 311) by 
MODCiay, Aprll Zl, 11'75. 
Middlebury College Activities Board is sponsoring 
its first annual Folk and Blue Grass Festival and 
Competition to be held on May 2 and 3, 1975. Com-
petition will be limited to t"e first so performers. A 
total of $300.00 in prize money will be awarded. April 20 
is the deadline for competition applications. For in-
formation concerning the festival and applications, 
write: Box 2099, Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vt. 
05753. 
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Creative talents at WPI 
Alembic 
Once egalo tM litwery Society • 
publilh.ng that ennu.l mastwworic, the 
~. You are COtdielty imrited to submit 
your efforts, in the form of either poetry or 
prole, for conlidenldon by our distinguiahed 
editoriel aurff. 1"h4n • no tpeCiltt ,,... or 
98!',. we are looking tor. ell styles, forms end 
aubjec1 matter .,. welcomed, within the 
bourids of good u.te (i.e., x-reted movie 
scripts wil probably be fevorable received, 
and lrideed carefully peNaed, bUt not likely 
included). As there • 1 1J*e limitation, 
please U8p in mind a limit of about 2!iOO 
worda PM work. You mey submit aa much a 
you Uke, but we need the flexibility of being 
eble to give evwyone ecat* eccesa to spece. 
Howewr, quality worit wiU be given the first 
COIISideration. P1_. strive for ~ty, it 
atwaya helpa. Anonymity, if desired, will be 
preserwd. Submit to either box 634 or 
Stodderd A213. If there is anything you 
would like to discuta, or if you would like to 
assist our staff (a diversity of tastes afwaya 
gives a more well-rounded issue) please 
leave 1 note and we will contact VO';I· 
Wednesday Ni1ht 
Pit Stops 
Rap About Reli1ion 
- Beginning Wednetdey evening April I 
et 10:00 p. m .• Camput Mlnlatrl" of WPI 
ere apon~rlng rap .... loM at the 
Stoddard A Pit. They will go eech 
Wedneechly night In 0 Term and will be a 
chance to relte different polnta of vlaw 
about one' a rallgloue background, ex· 
perlenc:a, etc. At leaet two clergy will be 
there of the four Involved In the plan· 
nlng : Rev. Paul A ndareon, Trinity 
lutheran; Rev. Hugh Huntley. Flrtt 
Baptlal; Rev. Stan Culy, Covenant 
Melhodllt and Fr. Pete Scanlon, WPI 
Chaplain. Evervone Ia welcome. 
In the Pub 
On Thursday, April 10, we shall have a 
student \Mnt night 8-11 p.m. lo the pub. 
By now, ~ entrants have already 
entered. However, if you would like to 
pertlcipete, pfeaM write box 24 t and submit 
detaila. 
Thil evening is bound to be a hontndoul 
effeir, and we urge all to pertlelpete. Just for 
the hell of it. a caae of beer wil be awarded 
to the beet, or worst, or whatwer tums on 
the applause meter or catches somebody's 
gut. 
Sponsored by your 
local Coffee House 
Spotlight 
on Masque 
by Bruce D'Ambrosio 
Now that the end of the year draws near, 
all the Masque business has to be done 
quickly. There will be a meeting of the 
Masque Wednesday, AprilS, at 8:00 in Gene 
Kalish's office. At the meeting we will 
discuss more details of the reorganization of 
the Masque, including the Constitution and 
the new Masque office. We will also dMicoal 
any topics concerning the Masque brought 
up at that meeting. However, it should not be 
a very long meeting. New members are 
always welcome. 
Tryouts for Adaptation were held 
yesterday, but I don' t know who showed for 
them because this is Friday. Stoge help, 
however Is always needed, the more the 
merrier. And as an extra added bonus. the 
director has just informed me that anyone 
offering to help on Adaptation will be 
granted free admission. If that's not enough, 
they will also be granted free admission to 
one other play of their choice. If you want to 
get in on this fantastic offer, come to the 
Masque meeting. 
Other productions include Anton Chekov' s 
On The Harmfulness of Tobacco and the 
Greek Classic Antigone. Tobacco is almost 
ready for performance, but Angigone Is just 
underway. Watch for tryout announcements 
and come to Acting Workshop (8:45 
Wednesday 1n Alden) for a sneak preview. 
CINEMA TECH Progrem, April B. at 7:30p.m. at Alden Htlll 
A KING IN NEW YORK - CHARLES CHAPUN 
Produc~ in England in 1957, A KING IN NEW YORK is Chaplin 's . 
last sta"ing role. It is the story of the comic adventures of s deposed 
Icing snd a young boy tn which Chaplin pokes fun Bt lila in the United 
States during the 19§0's. 
A KING IN NEW YORK wss produced, written Bnd directed by 
Chaplm who also composed the music accomp11niment. Appearing 
w;th him sre Dawn Addams and Michael Chaplin. 
Thit is the film's first showing In Worcester. 
.-· 
Fine Arts Committee 
for 1975-76 
All students Interested In pa~rtici,.tlng In the 197S-76 Fine Arts 
programs should sign up in the Student AHairs Office, Rm. 206, 
Boynton. The Fine Arts Committee will include either the plan-
ning of the Spectrum program of the Cinematech Film Series, 
whichever is your choice. These programs are both funded by the 
Student Social Fee and planned as part of a complete Social 
Committee program. 
-
''An lrJspector Calls" 
at Foothills Theatre 
by John w.-.ce 
The Worcater Foothills Theatre Co. 
produced J.B. Priestly's " An lntpeetor 
Cells" the I.Ht three weeks. FootNMI Theetre 
is located in the old Denholm's building 
opposite Worcester Cent•. The productions 
· are professional, and student tickets are 
$2.60. 
The plot of this play is so simple it' a 
• complicatedl Envision: The family of ArthUr 
Birting, bualn.~men, II celebrating hia 
deughter, Sheil's, engagement to Ger.ld 
Croft, high society. Tht time Ia 1912. Mr. 
• Blrting jokes eboU1 life, makes aubtie 
effusions to impending wer, gives hie chilc:lren 
fatherty advice (which he lattt eettll. etc., 
etc. 
But 1111 good things must come to en end. 
An Inspector Goole e&u. reporting ~ there 
hal been a suicide; a young lady burned her 
insides out with acid. He ia very demanding 
and very much in control. He seems to know 
all and tell nothing. As it tuma out eac:h 
member of the family played an intricate part 
in driving the girt to suicide. From sexual 
abuse to snobiah qualms, ahe was victimized 
by each and everyone of them. · 
This the tragedy of the play, and also whet 
makes it great. Although no~ did anything 
legally wrong, the coincidental outcome was 
this Innocent girt's suicide! The play seems to 
cry out, "Can't anything be done about thia7 
Must people always be victimized by 
othenl7" After the Impact of thil pley, 
audience can onlY an.wer, "I don't k 
As the play draws to 1 eta., the I 
IMves, and Mr. Bitting doea some 
vestigating of hil ~· It tume out that 
Is no Inspector Goole; thete was M¥er 
any suicide. k was aU • hoexl But the 
were done never the leea. Does it matt. 
they JCtuatly do drive • girl to 8Uk:ide or 
T~ answer is NOI The p6llv endl 
phone call. A girt ju.t commited IUicldt 
drinking acid, end en inlpector It com1nt 
Mk some questions! So if goa 
The religious and political aspects of 
Ptay are Immense. I feel that it il 
aoclelistle, covering many more .,.. 
merely money. Referring to the cont 
topic of who was the inapec1or; I thi!* 
WBI God. 
Roee Dresser directed "An I 
Calls" and cfld a fine job. The poinu at 
production were very deer. The acting 
also done well. "An Inspector Cells' II 
amazing play, and I have only touched 
the highlights of Foothills' production. 
is so much more to the play, and if I've 
any misiustlce In my brevity, I'm sony. 
April9-27, Foothila Theetre is prolducid 
double feature: Harold Pinter's "The 
and Peter Shaffer's "Black Comedy". 
ere: wed-8; thura-2, 8; fri-8; sat-&-9; aun-2, 
The Box office number Ia 754-4Cl1a 
again, tickets are only $2.50. 
H-arsh-Montgomery 
!From Stenio Review, April 19741 
If you want to hear ragtime played with all 
Its potential realized. I could not do better 
than to recommend RCA's new " Ragtime -
The Great Classics" as interpreted by duo-
pianists Paul Hersh and David Montgomery. 
You'd never know that the Entertainer and 
the Maple Leaf (regarded as Joplin' s two 
supreme achievements) played here are the 
same pieces that were so wanly ineffective in 
other collections. If the proper performance 
style can be rediscovered, any great old 
music can be made to live again for con-
temporary ears as freshly as it did originally, 
and this pair has made that discovery for 
ragtime. Hersh, once violinist with the lenox 
Quartet and lecturer " on topics ranging from 
late Beethoven to Romantic poetry," seems 
to be one of those rare academicians whose 
music-making lives up to his lectures. 
Montgomery, also a lecturer and teacher as 
well as conductor (and the author of the 
careful, informative notes for the album), is 
every bit his partner's match. Together they 
blow away all the dust from these forgotten 
tunes and make it possible for Lamb's 
Bohemia and once-popular Cleopstra Reg, 
Jelly Roll's Shreveport Stomp and King 
Porter Stomp, ·Europe's Cltstle House Reg, 
and four others by Joplin to slip past 
prejudices and convmce us that they 
indeed the great music they claim to be. 
is accomplished not by trickery, camp, 
cuteness, but by that traditionally eff 
arsenal of musicianly means - tee 
precision, unerring instinct for the pr 
tempo, a rhythmic rightn~ that su 
understanding, the subtlest of color sh 
and dramatic contrasts, an alert sense 
humor, and absolutely galvanizing dynam 
The disc is billed es " the only four· 
recording of ragtime music available to 
modem listener." Those who have 
content up to now with the true but, 
must confess, rather overcareful 
terpretations of Joshua Rifkin Ito w 
nonetheless, all praise for his succ 
pioneering) will find the Hersh-Montg 
treatment a revelation. The Entertainer, 
the way, is presented In Ita original two-
form; Jelly Roll's arresting habit of at 
the lower keys with his fist for rhyt 
emphasis Is exemplified to excellent effect 
that composer's cheery G111mp11's S 
and Castle House Reg makes use of ti 
spoons, a traditional ragtime play. And 
It all sparkles and flows and livesl 
Chris Rhodes is now doing a solo performance throughout 
Mass. and definitely in Boston. Unfortunately there was a reading 
error made in the Winter Weekend Article as saying that Chris 
Rhodes will not be doing a solo performance. 
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Vietnamese orphans 
need your help 
Although some of the orphans of Viet Nam will soon be flown to , 
this country, they will still need medical attention, food, and clothing 
before they can join their new American families, as well as trans-
portation to their new American homes. 
Meanwhile, thousands of other homeless children remain in 
Saigon, many of whom have already been adopted by other 
American families. And these children are joined each day by 
thousands more, fleeing the provinces to Saigon. ·All of these 
children need care while they remain in Viet Nam, transportation to 
the United States, if possible, and medical attention, food, clothing, 
and transportation once they arrive in this country. 
All of the private child-care agencies working in Viet Nam -
Holt International Children's Services, Inc.; Friends of Children of 
VietNam; International Social Services; and Families for All Children 
- have joined forces to do all that they can for all of these children. 
A contribution made now to any one of them will be used im-
mediately by them in this effort. Such contributions can be made on 
the WPI campus through professor Michael M. Sokal, Department 
of Humanities. 
Thank you very much. 
April 17 -
Lest fall, thousands of dollars were raised 
in Massachusetts' colleges and in colleges 
nationwide by Oxfam-America to buy food 
for the world's hungry. In Worcester, a major 
effort was made at Clark, Holy Cross and 
Worcester State. 
On Aprll11, the theme Is "Plant a seed for 
change" and the collection of "seed mo~· 
will be going to underdeveloped countries to 
increase technical know-how. Farm 
associations are formed in places like 
Montero, Bolivia. Well-drilling and stump-
pulling are taught as well as water 
management, rural credit and village level 
health care. 
In latin America, 5 per cent of the people 
control95 per cent of the available farm land. 
Food Day 
Your money will be a seed for change. It will 
put a little more land and a little more skill in 
the hands of the people. 
April 17, Thursday, IS the day to give your 
money. Campus Ministries of WPI is 
sponsoring the collection of monies for this 
project. Tables will be manned before lunch 
and supper for contributions. Give a " buck" 
for change. The food service has said that for 
every person who signs up a week ahead to 
go without dessert that day, they will donate 
the cost of preparation to Oxfam-Amerlca. 
This amounts to about 15c per dessert per 
person per meal. This is a chance to do what 
you can for someone you'll never see. 
Rev. Stan Culy, 
775-4462 
World Food Day 
at Clark Unive;sity 
World Food Day at Clark University: What 
can People In the Worcester Area do about 
the World Food Sit\Jation? Workshops, 
exhibits, films, slideshows, demonstrations 
and a specially prepared buffet are planned 
for Clark University's World Food Day on 
Saturday, April 12 from 10:30 until5 p.m. in 
Little Commons on the Clark University 
campus. Open to the public. 
Internationally known development expert 
Denis Goulet will be the keynote speaker at 3 
p.m. in Academic Center, Room 320. His 
topic: World Hunger: Putting Development 
Ethics to the Test. Sharing the platform with 
Goulet will be Charles Skinner of Oxfam Ia 
.world·wide development organization) tc 
discuss small farming as an alternative to 
dependence and ways in which local action 
can help in the world food crisis. 
" We see the day accomplishing three 
goals: to educate us about the world food 
situation - both at home and internationally; 
to offer several specific things we can do in 
Worcester about the wood food crisis; and to 
raise money to support small scale 
agriculture projects in the delfeloping world," 
explained Associate Professor of Com-
parative History Richard Ford, one of the 
conference organizers at Clark University. 
Clark's Food Day is part of the many 
activities planned around Wortd Food Day on 
April 17, to be sponsored by Oxtam-America, 
a private, non-profit agency concerned with 
small, rural development efforts In 
developing countries. 
10:30-3:00 - Workshops to be held on 
COMMUNITY LAND TRUSTS, 
NUTRITION, INDOOR GARDENING, WILD 
EDIBLE PLANTS, FOOD CO-OPS IN 
WORCESTER, THE ECONOMICS OF THE 
WORLD .fOOD CRISIS, EATING LOWER 
ON THE FOOD CHAIN, ORGANIC GAR-
DENING, AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS AND 
THE WORLD FOOD CRISIS, AND HOW TO 
SURVIVE FOR $3 A WEEK among others. 
10:30-3:00 - Demonstrations and Exhibfts 
include cooking with corn soya blend, food 
preservation, vegetable cooking, cooking 
with bean sprouts, utilizing terrariums and 
other indoor gardening techniques, grinding 
wheat into flour, baking bread with a bread 
pail, and others related to "low food chain" 
diets. There will also be book exhibits and 
literature on community gardens. 
11:00-3:00 Films to be shown 
throughout the day, including " Diet for a 
Small Plaroet" in Estabrook Auditorium, 
Charlotte St. entrance. 
12:00-2:00 - Easy to prepare, nutritious 
low food chain dishes will be prepared for 
sampling. Recipes for each of the dishes will 
be available. The coat of the means $1 ., with • 
donations of a second $1 welcomed. Money 
will go to Oxfam to help small agriculture 
projects around the world. 
3:00-5 :00 - Symposium: THE IN-
TERNATIONAL DIM ENSIONS OF THE 
WORLD FOOD CRISIS in Academic Center, 
Room 320 
s ••• ,, ,,,,, 
,,,,.,, 
,,.,. ,. 
In oountries on 
five continents, 
Project HOPE 
has made We brighter' 
by improving health 
care. How? By teaching doctors, 
nurses, and allied health 
personnel of the country so they 
can take care of their own 
future. And as they teach, the 
men and women of HOPE also heal 
Since 1960, over three and a 
"INFINITIES" 
Is comJngl 
APRIL 16 
half million people 
have benefited from 
the services of HOPE. 
There are many other 
areas, m~er countries 
to benefit HOPE's teaching. 
You can make it possible. 
Give to: 
Dept A 
Washington, D. C. 
20CJJ7 
like fer ••••• I••••J, l~trll 11. 
A keg of beer will be awarded for the person 
with the most sponsored money per mile. 
Contact Bruce ·Minsky, 
Box 425 
for more details. 
Denis Goulet, Overseas Development 
Council, will speak on WORLD HUNGER: 
PUTTING DEVELOPMENT ETHICS TO THE .. 
TEST. 
Charles Skinner, Oxfam, Great Britain, will 
respond to Goulet's talk and describe some 
of the small-scale agriculture projects which 
Oxfam supports. 
Goulet has written widely on the subject of 
development. He hes been a frequent critic 
of United States government policies toward 
development assistance and suggests a 
number of alternative development policies 
for the world's rich nations. 
His best known book, The Cruel Choice, 
has elicited widespread reaction. Published 
in 1971 , the book was one of the first 
stattmlents which questioned traditional 
theories of development. Goulet argUft that 
current development programs create moral 
dilemmas for the citizens of developing 
nations. Development plans force the people 
to choose between, on one hand, new 
technologies and institutions, and on the 
other, traditional values and institutions 
which have served them well for many 
generations. 
Skinner, who will come to Clark from 
Oxford, England, is currently working with 
Oxfam's main office In England. He is former 
director of Oxfam field projects in Latin 
America and brings 16 years of experience in 
small-scale agriculture projects, mostly m 
Latin America. He will speak about small 
farming as an alternative to dependence, and 
ways in which local action can help in the 
world food crisis. 
WORKSHOPS 
Group I 110:30-12:00) 
A. " Community land Trusts". Joseph 
deRiver& or representative from the Wor-
cester Community Land Trust. 
B. "Nutrition". Jerry Brink, Department of 
Biology, Clark University. 
C. "Indoor Gardening". Ann Wigmore of 
the Hippocrates Health InstitutE. 
D. " Wild Edibles". 
Group II 112:15-1:301 
A. " Food Co-ops in Worcester: The 
Community Stomach". Debbie Bombard, 
The Community Stomach. 
B. "The Economics of the World Food 
Crisis". Alan Gummerson, Department of 
Economics, Clark University. 
C. "Eating Lower on the Food Chain". 
Ellen Ganahie, Worcester County E~ension 
Service. 
. D. "Organic Gardening" . Margaret 
deRivera. 
Group Ill (1 :45-3:00) 
A . "Organizing Regional Farmera' 
Markets". John Blanchard, American 
Friends Service Committee. 
B. " Agricultural Systems and the World 
Food Crisis". Len Berry, Department of 
Geography, Clartc University. 
C. " How to Survive for $3.00 a Week: Ann 
Wigmore, Hippocrates Health Institute. 
D. " Herbe for Nutrition and Health". Ben 
Harris. 
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Faculty Promotions 
To Professor: 
OR. ALFRED A. SCALA of 425e Salisbury 
lane joined the faculty in 1967 as an 
assistant professor of chemistry and became 
an associate professor in 1970. He attended 
New York University, was graduated from 
Brooklyn College where he also received a 
master of arts degree. He received his Ph.D. 
from Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. He 
previously had four years of industrial ex-
perience as a research chemist with Pfister 
Chem1cal Works. 
To Associate Professors: 
GORDON C. BRANCHE of 62 Whitman 
Road has been at WPI since 1959 as an 
instructor and assistant professor of 
mathematics. He is a graduate of University 
of Notre Dame and received a master's 
degree from University of Rochester where 
he was a graduate teaching assistant and 
instructor. 
DR. WILLIAM W. DURGIN of 17 Laurel 
Wood Road, Holden, was named research 
engmeer at Alden Research Laboratories as 
well as associate professor of mechanical 
engineering. A graduate of Brown 
Umversity, where hd also recwved his 
doctorate, Durgm received a master's degree 
from University of Rhode Island. He was an 
aSSIStant professor at University of Florida 
before commg h> WPI in 1971. 
GEORGE E. HECKER of 69 Forest Drive, 
Holden, was named assistant director of 
Alden Research laboratories as well as 
associate professor of mechanical 
engineering. He joined the faculty in 1971 
after employment as a senior hydraulic 
engineer by Stone and Webster Engineering 
Corp., Boston. Prior to that he was a 
research engineer for the Tennessee Valley 
Authority. He is a graduate of Yale 
University and received his master of science 
from Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
OR. ALLEN H. HOFFMAN of 37 School 
Street, Sterling, is a graduate of WPI, where 
he also received flis master's degree after 
joining the mechanical engineering teaching · 
staff in 1964. He did post graduate study at 
the Case Institute of Technology and 
received his Ph.Q. at the University of 
Colorado. He has had industrial experience 
with Shell Oil Co.. Riley Stoker Corp. and 
General Electric Co. 
DR. STEPHEN N. JASPERSON of 109 
Laurel Hill Lane, Holden, has been an 
ass1stant professor of physics since 1970. He 
is a graduate of University of Wisconsin and 
received master of arts and doctor of 
philosophy degrees from Princeton 
University, where he was a research assistant 
and associate. He was a research associate 
at the University of Illinois prior to coming to 
WPI. 
ROBERT LONG II of 150 Doyle Road, 
Holden, WPI registrar, has taught physics 
since 1957. He is a graduate of lehigh 
University, where he also received his 
master's degree. He has done graduate study 
at Boston University and at WPI, winning a 
National Science Foundation science faculty 
fellowship in a national field of 400. 
DR JOHN T. O'CONNOR of 129 Newton 
Avenue North joined the faculty as an 
assistant professor of social science and 
policy studies in 1970. He is a graduate of 
Holy Cross, received master's degrees from _ 
University of Pennsylvania in finance and 
Harvard in public health, and his Ph.D. from 
Notre Dame. He taught at the latter and was 
a financial analyst for Merck and Co., Inc. 
DR. LANCE E. SCHACHTERLE of 42 
Massachusetts Ave. has been an assistant 
professor of humamties since 1970. He IS a 
graduate of Haverford College, studied at 
Harvard before taking his master of arts and 
his Ph.D. at University of Pennsylvania 
OR. MICHAEL M. SOKAL of 612 Grove 
Street IS a graduate of The Cooper Union 
and received his master of arts and Ph.D 
from Case Western Reserve. He came to 
WPI in 1970 as an assistant professor of 
humanities, after a teachtng fellowship at 
Case. He worked for NASA in Cleveland as a 
development engineer and a component 
engineer for IBM Space Guidance Center. 
More recently, he was a Smithsonian Fellow 
in History of Science and Technology. 
DR. DOUGLAS W. WOODS of 8 Highland 
Street, Berlin, has been an assistant 
professor of social science and policy stu diet 
since 1970. He is a graduate of Queen'• 
University, Ontario, and received his Ph.D. at 
M.I.T. He taught at McGill University and 
was a senior research associate at the 
Charles River Associates prior to comtng to 
WPI. 
Joins Emeriti: 
THEODORE H. PACKARD of 230 
Highland Sueet, Holden, who has been a 
member of the Enghsh Department smce 
1948, was named associate profeSSOf 
emeritus of English. He attended 
College and was graduated from Tufts 
Unrversity. He rece1ved a master of arts 
degree from Yale University. He taught at 
Dartmouth College, Plymouth, Mass, and 
Umversity of Massachusetts at Fort Devens 
1975 
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11 PREMEDICAL-PREDENTAL STUDENTS who are 
applying for a!-fmission to professiona I schools for the 
year beginning September, 1976, may pick up their 
INFORMATION REQUEST FORM at the Life 
Sciences Office. Those faculty whom you name on the 
form will become your PREMEDICAL COMMITTEE 
and will compose your letter of recommendation. 
Forms should be returned, completed, by April 18, to 
Or. T .C. Crusberg, Life Sciences, Olin 025." 
Help! 
We need an E.E. major to do an M.Q.P. 
The project involves taking continuous data from the 
new photoionlzation mass spedrameter ln the Chemistry 
Department and electronically selecting certain data points 
and transmitting these to W.A.C.C.C. Professor Eston wiU 
act as M.Q.P. advisor but Professor Scala needs the help. 
Contact Professor Scala, Goddard Hall 207. 
h.D. ·--------------.-..i _____ .. t to 
~ of 
> at 
as a 
en a 
since 
assor 
~olbV 
Tufts' 
ans 
ASME 
presents 
Mr. Edward G. Garvin, 
Assistant R~gional Administrator 
United States Dtpartment of Labor 
who" Ill ~discussing 
The Ideas and Concepts behind O.S.H.A. 
\\tdnesday. April9 at4: 15 p.m. 
HJgins LabllOl 
Rerresbm~nts WUI Be Served 
White Cit, Theatre: Shrewsbury ~ss. 
Sta'rls Wednesday, March 26th 
''TOllY" BJ The Who 
Ann ~rgret-Oflver RHCI 
Etton John as the Pinta. II Wizard 
Eric Ciapton - John Entwistle 
Jack Nicholson - Tina Turner 
Shown WMkdays at 2:00-7:00-9:40 
S.t. & Sun. - 2:00-4:30..7 :00..9 :40 p.m. 
Special Showlftils and Group R.tn available. Call 755-4266 or 791-2103. 
Were looking_ certain majors 
to become Lieutenants. 
Mechantcal and ctvtl en· 
gmeerina majors ..• area· 
space and aeronauttcal en 
gtneerlng majors ... maJors 
In electronics ... computer 
science •.. mathematics. 
The Atr Force needs peo· 
pie ..• many with the above 
academic majors. And 
AFROTC has several dtffer· 
ent programs where you 
can ftt • •. 4·year, 3·year, or 
2·year prosrams. Some of· 
fertng full sc:holarshtps. All 
offertng $100 a month 
allowance durtns the last 
two years or the program. 
flying opp'ortunities. And all 
leading to an Air Force offt· 
ceBcommisslon,plus ad-
vanced educatton . 
If you'd ltke to cash '" on 
these Atr Force benefits. 
start by lookins Into the Atr 
Force ROTC. 
Put it all together in Air Force ROTC. 
Lectures at Wheaton 
Those of the WPI commu ntty who are 
thtnktng of a career in the health sciences 
mtght ftnd the time to attend some or all of a 
senes of five lectures m medicinal chemistry 
betng gtven by Prof. Alfred Burger (recently 
retired from the Univ. of Vtrginia) at 
Wheaton College, -Norton. 
The lectures will be presented the week of 
April 7 11 on Mon· Thurs evenings at 7:00, 
and Frtday afternoon 1 :00·3:00. The eventng 
talks wtll be followed by discussion. lasting 
till 9:15. 
Mr. Todd (Chemistry) will be drivtng down 
for the Mon • Wed. and Thurs. evening talks, 
and will leave WPI at6:00 p.m. Please get in 
touch with him if you want a ride. Since it Is 
likely several car loads of students would like 
to attend these lectures w11l other cab dnvers 
please get in touch wtth Mr. Todd? In par-
ttcular, dnvers for the Tuesday eventng and 
Fnday aflernoon talks are needed. 
The lectures will gtve an ov.erview of the 
whole spectrum of medictnal chemistry. Em· 
phasts will be placed on general principles of 
drug discovery, drug dosign, and molecular 
modification tn different classes of phar-
macologically active compounds. The soctal 
and admtnistrauve tmpfications of drug 
regulation will also be considered. One 
generel lecture wtll deal with the biochemical 
basis of mental disorden.. 
JUNIORS ME, CM, MG, EE, IE 
Project At Memorial Hospital 
" Develop Procedures 11nd Wrlffen Guides For Man1gement of Hospital 
Mechanica I and Electrical Systems" (Heating, Ventil11tion, Water 
Electricity, Etc.). ' 
Term D : One-Sixth Unit - Proposal 
Summer: Acceptance of Proposal 
~Y lead to Data Collection during summer 11t Memorial. Some 
support available. 
TERMS A & 8 - Project Completion 
To Apply: See J. Mlelinski at.Projects Center before_., n. 
LECTIIE 
Dr. Rodney W. Nichols, Vice Presidellt 
Program Plilnnlng and Development 
The Rockefeller University 
will speak on the topic 
WHITHER NATIONAL R&D? 
at 4:15p.m., Wednesday, April 9 
in OLIN 107, WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
Refreshments Dlltdl Trut Dlnn.r 
Preceedtnt the Talk FeeloWint the T•lk 
"The Society of the Sigma Xi announces offering of the WPI 
Student Project Research Award to the best WPI undergraduate 
research project. A cash award of S250 wW be presented. Reports 
must be submitted to the Society by May 1, 1975. Award winner 
will be announced by May 20, 1975. 
For further details on report submission and judgina, contact 
the Secretary of Sigma Xi, Prof. David Fraser of the Madaematics 
Department." 
There wi II be a meet-
ing of the Science-
Fiction Society 
Tuesday, April15 at 7:30 
p.m. in Olin 107. Slides 
from Boskone will be 
shown. 
LITTLE LEAGUE 
UMPIRES WANTED 
tht"lll first week of June. 
ss .... -.~ .,.mes week 
For htfwlll .. lun see Prof. A. 
Seal•, Gct"•nl' tt.ll 207·or 208. 
U.M.O.C. 
Pictures for the U.M.O.C. contest (Ugly Man On campus) will be taken K · 
cording to the following rules : 
Fraternities - Wednesday night, April 9 
• Independent Organlz•tlons - Friday afternoon, April n 
It Is assumed tMt •II fraternities will tMve an enen..t. ,.,., ....,_•••••• 
organlatlons MUST complete the appllc•tlon below •nd ....... M lox 2566 -., 
THURSDAY NOON! 
It Is Imperative tiYt • phone number where the conMtut C.ft..,. ..... c:bld 'e 
Included, otherwise an appointment for pictures c•nnot ... MIMII, and the CM-
tntant will be disqualified. 
Any questions can be d irected to Jerry Chase •t 791-2172. 
;-::: o' contest•nt, ______________ _ 
Telephone No. _ - --------------
Group Sponsoring Contest•n•-------------
, 
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JP Weekend 
APril 18, 19, & 20 
Tuesday, 
A good time for the WPI community 
Ticket sales featuring Chariot race 
The Junior Prom Committee of 
sponsoring a chariot race Saturday, 
WAS 
"""in t 
our rna 
8utz. 
Werf. 
country 
~ 
Tickets for JP weekend go on sale 
WednttSday, April 9th at 11 :00 a.m. In Daniels 
Lounge. Fridey night concen tickets are 
$4.00 with Tech 10, limit of two tickets per 
10. Ticke~ without 10 are $6.00. Tickets for 
the Promenade are $3.50 for everyone. 
Movie ticlels for American Graffittl are 
$1.00. 
FRIDAY: BLOOD, SWEAT, •nd TEARS with Don•ld Clayton-
Thomas, 8:00 p.m., Harrington Aucl. Doors open 7:30 p.m. 
Tickets $4.00 with Tech I.D. at 1 :00. Any club. fraternity or orCIIIIIIIII~redlit 
People who purchase two tickets each for 
Friday and SaturdaY night will receive two 
free tickets for Sundays movie. All Friday 
night tickets being purchased at a discount 
must be acoompanied by an 10, however 
there is a catch. A Friday night ticket being 
purchased alone mdst be purchased by a 
person with their tO, whereas package deal 
discount Friday night tickets may be pur-
e~ ina group with multiple IO's. i.e. One 
persOn may purchase package deal tickets 
for a group of persons as long as he has each 
member of the groups' 10. This Is to enable 
friends to sit together at the Promanade 
w ithout the big rush Saturday night. 
Seats for Saturday nights Prornanade are 
reserved only. A seating pCan will be avaUable 
at the ticket both to aid in seat reflection. , 
Reserved seats will be enforced Saturday 
night. 
'-.S........._ ............ 
....... 1111111111& DilL ...... 
............................ 
.......... l-Sid.~ 
...-,s........, .......... ... 
n.ntCIIs.C..... .... ...... 
... s.-. ... c-..•-.. 
lib. r•& ... lldllls 
SATURDAY: 9:00a.m. - 25 mile Bike Race, Quad 
Afternoon Events -
Country F•ir •nd WPI Stage Band 
1 :00 p.m. - Chariot Race - Quadrangle 
1 :oo p.m. - Track Meet 
1 :oo p.m. - Crew Race - Reg•tta Point 
2:00p.m. - Tennis Meet, WPI vs. Babson- home 
1:00 p.m. - Gabriel Kaplan, Comedian; Ellis Hall Group, 
Dan~• Band - Harrington Aud. (Night club atmosphere, 
semi-formal •ttire, all Tech people invited). Ticket prices 
$3.50 - RESERVED Seats Only! II . 
nckets go on sale Wednesday, April 9th, Daniels Lounge-
first come flnt serve basls. · 
SUNDAY: ''American GraHitl", 8:00 p.m., Alden Memorial, $1.00 
or free with package deal. 
interested please see -
James Hall 
ATO 
Box No. 947 
. 
OR 
Mary Po~nlk 
Stoddard B 
Box No. 1737 
Applications must be 
Wednesday, April 16th. 
RULES: 
1. Chariot must have 2 wheels. 
2 Chariot must be decorated u'""'..,..•~A.-4 
the theme "Spirit of 76". 
3. Chariot must have 1 rider. 
4. Chariot must be pulled by 4 
a total exchange occuring 1\:a'""'••u 
the course with 4 new runners. 
vou need a total of eight runnera, 
start and four different to finish. 
TIE JIIIOI PROI The Junior Prom Committee Is looklllt for people who would like to set booth to display any type of tNindlcraft that they can ~mke. 
is sponsoring a 
C.r S•••h 
Afrll ,,.. 
.. tile G••4n•ell. 
Come and beat out your 
anxieties!! 
Typina for Students 
- JNpers, manuscripts, etc. -
FEE IS NEGOTIABLE 
Call 754-5901, 
evenhiJS after 6:00 p.m. 
oc:ept Wednesday and Thursday 
The Country Fair will be made up of these types of booths as well as food 
game booths. 
The Fair will be held Saturday, April 19th. from 9 a.m. tos p.m. 
If you are lnterest.d, contad Mary Polanlk - P.O. Box 1737 or Jim Hall 
P.O. Box 947, the Country Fair coordinators. Details such as Hem, booth 
quantity and entrance fee will 1M dlscuued . 
What's Happening 
Tues., ApriJ 8 
Tennis vs. Clark, home, z p.m. 
Track vs. Coast Guard, bome, 3 p.m. 
Film: "A King In New York"- Chaplla's Classic Comedies, Alden, 7:30 
Wed., April t 
JV Tennis vs. Clark, home, 2 p.m. 
Sigma Xi lecture- " Whither National Rf!D", Dr. Rodney W. Nichols, OIID 
4:t5 p.m. 
Thurs., April 18 
Gold vs. Trinity, Wachusett, I p .m. 
Tennis vs. Asswnptlon, away. 2 p.m. 
Jolly Giant 
SUBMARINE 
SANDWICIIES 
Fri., April ll 
Baseball vs. Wesleyan, home, 3 p.m. 
Sat., April 12 
Track vs. BentJey-LoweU-Nicbols, home, z p.m. 
Baseball n. Clark, away, 2 p.m. 
Tennis vs. Bentley, away, 3 p.m . 
Glee Club Coacert, wUb Skidmore, Alden, 8: 15 
Mon., April 14 
......................... 
FAIT I~ . TAKE OUT OfiOEM 
1EL 853·4245 
Sm. La. • sm. Lg • Sm. 
IU!IIan Cold Cu\1 •  1.11 lt1fla11 Cold Cuta S~Jl·Onlona• Amerfoan Cold Cuu .10 1.10 wldl llolt.d H•m Ul 1.31 Pap pen 1.2!5 
lmportld Hem • 1.11 TunaS.IId 1.11 1 •• 8tNk-Ordona·Peppera Ee•hiiMI 
-
.. Imported H•m & e Muahroome 
Ch ... e 1.01 1.21 Amerlc:en C"-e .10 .. 8tNk • Muahrooma 
Cooked 8•1aml rt ProvoloMC.,._• • .. ROMtl"f Provolone .10 1.10 ltalllnMeetballl 1.01 1.21 P••treml 
lharwunt .10 1.11 IU!IIIna.u .... Ul 1 .• ISIIced Turtc1y 
Capocolla •  1.11 MMtiNIIIII. hu•e• 1.21 Ul Whtt•M"t Ca"ocolla& 0.-M 8tNk 1.21 1.10 Tl.lrtl!I'Y· Ham·Ch-• 
Provolo'ne 1 .• 1.21 ...... ,." ..... 1.21 1.10 Hembure 
GenoeSellml ... 1.11 81Nk•OnloM 1.21 1.10 . Ch-•burg 
Genoa & llrovolone 
·" 
1.21 lteak&ChMM .1.21 1 .• PIPPirft Egga 
G1noe & Imported 
Hem 
Oeno•·H•m· 
ProvoloM 
... 1.21 Peenut luttlr & 
.filly & 
1.10 1 .~ M1nhmellow 
Cboice .,._. $1.,. T___..O.....f'icldti-·HOC ...... 
35VAREnES 
IWE SELL THOIU,!!O! Mil! WEEK) • 
Moft • ,...., .• w-. 
t1 A.M. to I P,M. 
UQMHQUN1 
a.-Iii .... Tllw •• frl. Set •• , ~ ..... ,, ..... 
1 •• 
1.31 
1.21 
1.21 
1.11 
1.21 
... 
1.10 
... 
•  
Le. 
1.10 
1.10 
1.10 
Ul 
Ul 
, .. 
, .. 
1.20 
uo 
1.11 
Tennis vs. Holy Cross, home, 1:30 p.m. 
JV TenniA vs. Lelceater Jr., home, 2 p.m. 
JV Baseball vs. Holy Cross, away, 3:30p.m. 
Spectrum: Herah & Montgomery, ragtime, Alden, 8 p.m. 
FOR: Future Women Mechanics 
FROM: Diane M. Oix, Ofllce of Student Affairs 
RE : Term 0 Course 
For those of vou wno would like to learn the basics abOut how a car operates 
normal maintenance care, this has been arranged from 5:30·7:30 p.m . on a night of 
choice. Please retum the bOttom section If you are Interested (friends are welcome). 
The first of five classes will begin the week of April 13 If enough enroll . I 'II let 
know the final schedule. The fee will not exceed $10.00 and will depend on the 
attending. 
TO : Diane M. Olx, Office of Student Affairs 
FROM:-----------------------------------------------------------------------p .0 . BOX: ______________________________________ _ 
Room or Address : ------------------------------------
1 would prefer : 
1st Choice __ Tuesday __ Wednesday _ Thursday 
2nd choice ........ Tuesdav----- Wednesdev--Thursday 
NEWSPEAK 
vnpopu/M &rlButz 
by JKk AnW$()n 
Wfth Jo. s,., 
WASHINGTON - The mo.t unpopular 
in the Ford Adminiatn~tion, judging from 
men, il SecretatV of Agriculture Earl 
We received angry lett .. from 1111 owr the 
- letters blaming Butz fof the finn 
.tlll.-z:e. He encouraged termers to plant big 
promising that lncr...ed demlnd 
keep price. high. But the combination 
~and the heavy Mrveat8 have 
farm Income plummeting. It dropped an 
rga•IIICnldible $5 biHion in 1974. 
u,;;;n, .. ,. cattleman told us that he hed 
cilves for 25 cents a pound; it ~ him 
cents a pound to reile them. Cotton, 
com, potatoes and onionl have efl 
IMIGOtld dramatically In price. 
The farmers in desperation, are tumlng to 
government for help. But Earl Butz is 
ignoring them. He clings to the belief 
free market should set !he price. 
sa fine theory. But there is evidence 
the free market il out of whack. While 
prices have qone down, for example, 
._......,.ri. .. prices have tWnained stable. In 
wor~ the middleman ia tirilply in-
••lllir-a his profits. 
state aenatQf'J, mMnwhlle, are 
with President Focd. Theye feel that 
and Vice President Nefson Rockefeller 
dirty tactics in an attempt to scuttle· 
-·..-.·""' legislation that would increase 
The President's Wege Mel Price Stability 
Council held a Pf- conference rec:entty and 
charged that the term bilt wou4d a.1 con-
sumers a whopping $5 million. Under 
questioning from report .. , however, the 
council refused to reveal how it arrived at the 
controversial figure. 
A few days later, the ChaM Manhattan 
Bank~ It study which.., claimed the 
new farm .,..ion would coct conaum.-. 
$6 million. Vice ~esldent Rockefatle(a 
brother runs the ~nk, and the farm bill's 
backers think that's more then a mere 
coincidence. 
They think the bank did the study, then 
leaked it to the Wage and P~ Control at 
the Vice President's request. 
The bank, incidentally, withdrew ItS report 
a few days after it was relelled. The flguree, 
said the bankers, were inaccurate. 
Houu of WMrion: In recent yura, the 
Pentagon hal plunged heldong into the 
recreation buslnesa. The Ina hats h.w 
built camps and complexes in the UOited 
Sta•, Canada and Europe. 
A few weeks ago, for example, we 
reported that ~ Strategic Air Commend 
was spending thouaandl of dol&ers a veer to 
maintain rustic fishing todget in the 
Canadian backwoods. Th6 Air Force recentty 
announced it would tum the lodges over to 
the Canadian govemrnent. However, there 
are other fishing camps in Alaska and 
recreational complexes in Europe. 
The biggest military recreation center of all 
Is now under construction In 
•20-milllon hotel, which is being erected on 
the shores of Waikiki. The cost will be 
charged to the Pentagon'• "nonappropriated 
fundi" budget, which cornea from auch 
things as PX aales. Some congr-rl8n, 
however, feel thia is little more than a means 
of eveding legislative oversight. 
When completed, the 1S.8tory building will 
accommodate avw 800 cu.t011'18fS et 1 time. 
At their diapouf, belidea the naturlll 
woncter. of Waikiki, wjl be 1 beec:h8ide 
snadc bar, coffee ahop, formel .dif'IMg room, 
lounges; banquet roome, convention rooma, 
a PX end other apedetty thope. 
The gu.t liit, of COWM, wll be lin'IMd to 
active and retired military .,..,...... n.., 
Will be Wllited on by military ..wnts end 
civilian mi!Qry ~ The groundl wll 
be patroled by milit8ry pollee. 
Even more Olt8nt1ltioul t.t.l the hotel 
complex is Its name. It will be called "Hale 
K041." In the Hawaiian toNJUe, thet mMnl 
"Houae of Warriors." 
Springtime In Pwi/1: The spring air In 
Washington has brought a fafnllier virua, 
called wandertust. It's a 1tr11DQ8 dleeete 
which strikat ~. primarily, and 
compels them to disperse to the four comers 
of the globe, at tupayers' expen•. 
House Speaker Cart Alben. 0 .-0kla., and 
Repubtlcan leader John Rhodes of Arizona, 
for example, wil spend the Easter receaa in 
Mainlend China. The trip hat the Nationali8t 
Chinese worried, Iince they look upon Albert 
aa one of their ,staunchest Capitol HiH alliea . 
But .Europe seems to be the favorite 
pleaaure atop for this yea(a junketeers. A 
congressional delegation hat just returned 
from a NATO meeting in London. And 
Senate Republican leader Hugh Scott of 
Pennsylvania is heading up a nln•senator 
excursion to several other NATO "'"''n'•~ 
givepa 
free account 
~can use a 
plus pay you 
• 
5°/o interes 
Do-All Account. 
With your free CBT Do· All account you can wnte all the free 
personalized drafts you want- just like you would a check-
anywhere, anytime and still earn 5% mterest per year 
Whether you're at home paying bills, downtown shopping. or away on vacat1on 
you can use your Do-All Account just as you would a conventional checking 
account but never be charged for drafts, transactions or any statement services. 
Call or vis1t Commerce Bank today for all the deta1ls on the account 
that's not only free and convenient but also pays you mterest ... 
the Commerce Bank Do-All Account. 
I:BT 
IAAo"' ()lloC£ lll6""''~11<[C!AI(I ... ISIAI[IIf!IOC Wt)JO(.I 1(11 Ill l~ll"'•l 
~Uior.<'HOIICI!> WQf>t'[$1111 '~ "'""' 'OHIU t l(l 1~1 ;MIIq o f,r<~!W llV!'Y ~ .... ~11: ... 1\JilM •1 111 l!>lob,'lll 
Wffl~!(P •1~ (-'SI I<'A'" Iii i<F (I 1(1 'l' J U OI 
.. (M8ER 'lCEt~•• 0£1'05<1 IN~UIIAitC( CC)OlPC .. AtiO>< 
Ptgt 9 
Membera of the Houae P08t Offlct 
Committee will wnture to France to "studY' 
pott o~. The House Banking Committee, 
meanwhile, wiR Joumev to Manila for an 
Aliln Development Bank oonf-.nce. 
In faimea, we should edd that .,.,. 
congreamen twve rafuled free tripe. Rep. 
Tom Downey, D.·N.Y., the young"t 
member of the Hou.e, hea turned down four 
junkets Iince Janu.ry and wil spend 1ha 
E-. holidays with hil Long I.-net c:c:. 
atituanta. 
IOCiii: ............... - ... ..,..... .. 
c:,w ........ 
' I1AJ\OM SlREJSAND 
JANIES CA.AN 
p~ 10 NEWSPEAK TueSctay, April I, 
Classifieds: 
ESCORTS WANTED: For one Thursday nite ' PRES., WTL Harem Club - New Address: 
"FOOSBALL" -Tills wW ate 1 .... ., pa11Hr a..,.ey C&eaaa pkkM "' ola laaU. 
Reptratlea rr- I tel :41•·•·· •n'hp a& 7. C... .... I& a &ry.lt,........ 1e 
H. haplaaaar4 alfalr ... &lie •ly lriae ilaalafla&ed et•· New players .. au HUI 
welceae. F• UleH wlae ._., wallt te ate ..,.raae.~ ,,... )'fi/U partaer, mter Ute 
Tera D ....,...•eat. Cateaerlel: epee ._We., allied ._We, weam's ._..._ 
c 1e ate cealll._. willa •llled ._Wet If luatncleat etdriet) aiMI aea'a ... w ... ea·a 
alaJ)et. If y•'re lalerestM Ia belpiat. playlal or jut laterested ceataet Nat 
AWeraaaa, bex 134, 757-1413. 
only. Muat seriously accept unusual Witford T. Lowther, 1001 Flora Ave .• Apt. 3-
requests. No references required, c·o c, Peoria, Ill. 61608 
Newspe~~k Office. ATTN: "&corta" 
FOUND: one glove, (left hand), men'slize 9-
9 ~. Tan, slightly wom. Please claim - haa 
been left for a month in Prof. Schechterte' s 
office in the Alden MUiic Room. 
ApMftnflnt MKI Room for R.,t: at 160 West 
St. and 1 Schussler Rd. (both very c1o1e to 
campus). c.ll Mra. Smith at 157·1938 or 7fi7-
5349. Tell her Bob sent you, 
'Would the peraon who took my IMther 
coat and glove~ from Goddard Hall on Friday 
APfll 4th, please retum them from where 
they were taken7 No questions asked. The 
coat isn't worth much but it means a lot to • 
me:' 
Heathkit AJ-14 FM stereo tuner w1th walnut 
cabinet. New price (for kit) $81 .46. Excellent 
electronic and mechanical condition. $50.00 
or best offer. Contact Gary Davis. Box 18116, 
752-6196. 
Love represents the eternal aspect of life. 
The experience of sharing a common life 
doubles the dimensions of living. In this 
respect each child adds 1 new dimension to 
the life of its parents. This is the natural order 
of life. - Alexander Lowen. 19n. 
fOR SALE: 1973 Honda 360 CB, 5000 miles, 
gold with siuv·bar. Excellent condition. 
Asking $825.00 delivered. Contact Steve 
Mealy, 99 Salisbury Street, Box .1462. 752-
9681 . 
fOR SALE: 4 excellent Radial Tires. Like 
new. Size 166 SR 15 I replaces 6.00-151. Also, 
a Honeywell Pentax Spotmatic Camera with 
F 1.4-50 mm lens and accessories. Any 
reasonable offers accepted. Contact Prof. 
Andersen, Humanities Dept., Alden. 
ROOM FOR RENT: one occupant, furnished, 
12-wk., Additional Information contact Harv 
Yuen, Box 2296. 
ne fin& eel.....,..., weekly) ........ _.. wHIIIle laeWI1'1111r1., Aprlltllll Ia 
the Riley Ga•e Rooa ... aiS••Ialll'a .,_!! 
Texas Instruments 
The World's 
Most Wanted 
Scientific 
OUR PRICE 
sgeao 
Plus $6.50 for local sales tax. 
sh ipping/hendhl'l!l charges. 
Com~J~~~Y with IDeM Jtore pricft. 
&dey 
Air Mail/ United 
Parcel Service 
delivery 
Performs all the functions of higher priced calculators 
and more for a lot lea 
TltouJMdJ «Jid in hundred~ of col,.,_ 
• elglbrelc keybMrd • feetoriels 
• eecureey to 13 191ifte.nt • loprithnvc. trigonometric, 
d.g1ts hyperbolic funct10n1 IPIITIEITS!!! 
• 12 d191t d1spily • 10 d.git • memory storege end recall 
mentlne, 2 digit txponent • scitntific notation 
• PGWet'S • recNrgllble blttlfV pede If Jll 1r1 leekl11 •• •• ,, •••· • roots 
1 YEAR TEXAS INSTRUMENTS WARRANTY. 
1111 111-1111 
Send c.n1fiMI chlick 01 money older for dll'-v within fhle dlya No 
COD's pl.- Slltflt dllrt tn defiwrv of .--1 c:Ncll MaDftlpen•• ordH. 
Our bMik ,...,_ Town link afld Trust Co 
BOSTON TECHNICAL, INC. 
728 Dedhem St., Newton, Mas. 02159 
"'- thlp l"""'dlltely vii AlnNii/UPS __ SR·60(s) ., 
Name ______________ _ 
/ltldtdless"""'!-:-------------C•llot II leltla•l ... 
FULL 
SCHOLARSHIP 
OPPOR.TU ITY I 
. 
Now, full scholarship assistance for your junior and senior years, plus chance to become 
a leader in the nuclear eneru field. 
Tuition, books and educational fees are all included in this new NROTC Nuclear Propulsion Candidate program. Along 
with $100 a month to help you with your living expenses. And on top oi that you have an opportunity to build a rewarding 
career for yourself in tile fast-growina nuclear enaery field. 
To qualify, you must have completed one semester each of calculus and physics, or two semesters of calculus and 
have a B-1veraae or better. 
Dependinl upon your performance, you will be interviewed durina your senior year for the Navy's Nuclear Program and 
for trainin1 as a Navy Nuclear Officer. 
If JOU can qualify for the demandina yet rewarding nuclear field you can anticipate five years of employment as a 
reaular Navy officer. 
For full details on this new NROTC Nuclear Propulsion Candidate program, phone or see your local Navy recruiter. 
Be someone special in the Navy . 
. IAVY liFO TEAM 
111 Waslllnatol A11. 
llbiiJ, ••• '"' 12210 
or call (511) 472-4412 tHay 
,. 
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wins I M title 
by Hastings 
Boy Paint Co. won a very good and 
with Lambda Chi Alpha for the 
Championship. The 65-60 score 
very mdicative of the offensiveness in 
High Boy pulled o •t to a 1()..31ead 
six minutes gone In the first half. They 
Jed by John Holmes' zone. This forced 
Chi to a man to man and with this 
went ahead 13-12 at the seven 
mark. But at this point Terry "Como" 
Lambda Chi's big men, was called 
third foul With him out High Boy 
28-21 with 3:22 left, forcing 
Chi to inaert Penner back In the 
uoon&AJoa Chi came beck to close the 
after a technical foul. Holmes 
hit a bomb at the buzzer to put High 
up 32-28. 
beginning of the aecond hatf brought 
Chi out fired up aa they scored the 
points. During this stretch Mo 
was given his foonh foul and forced 
Penner and Rowden combined 
Lambda Chi to a 39-32 lead on a 
by Keith Austin from Rowden with 
left. 
by John Forster 
due no later than 3:30 April 8th in 
Offtee. Entry list must contain 
of .rvery entrant,. as well as each 
which he or she is entered. Limit 
events, relays and diving count as an 
Relays need not list competitors, but 
appearing in either trials of finals 
charged with an event, and may be 
in only two other events. 
~!Itches will not be tolerated, and any 
not swimming an event will lose all 
points and will be disqualifted from 
future events of this meet. He may 
be replaced in a relay. 
Both teams opened up wtth zones, Lamb-
da Chi in a 1-3-1. while Htgh Boy was in a 2-
1·2. High Boy regatned thesr poise and came 
back to tratl41-40 with eight minutes left. At 
thts time Lambda Chi started to force shots 
from the outside by High Boy's zone. 
The lead see-sawed until Lambda Chi 
turned cold with four minutes left. While Ken 
Tosi took control of the Boards. Tosi and 
Holmes teamed up to put High Boy out In 
front 60-51 with 1:30 left. 
John Gabranski now took the ball and 
froze it away as the final seconds ticked 
away from Lambda Chi's etfon to win two 
years in a row. High Boy finished with a 13-0 
record as they won 66-60. 
High Boy was led by John Holmes 22 and 
Ken Tosi's 21 points. Lambda Chi had Peter 
Rowden feeding the way with 18. 
Overlooking the game, Lambda Chi's press 
rattled High Boy at times, but High Boy also 
got some chippiea off it. The key however 
was that High Boy was able to keep the hot 
hand over Llmbda Chi's zone. 
The winner of a free "NrNSPHk" for the 
games MVP wiH have to be shared by John 
Holmes and Ken Tosi as they led High Boy 
past Lambda Chi. 
All entered swimmers will swim in a trials' Jf 
there are mora than four entries. Trial times 
will determine final and consolation 
seedings, and a competitor, once qualified in 
the consolation bracket, may not advance to 
the finals scoring. 
EUGIBIUTY 
All students, faculty and staff with the 
exception of those athletes who have 
received·a varsity swimming letter prior to 
the current season. Each team is limited to 
two entries per event and one relay. 
TRIALS- Tu.sday, April 8, 4:15 
FINALS - Wednesday, April 9, 4:15 
SCORING FINALS 
1 2 3 4 
12 9 I 7 
24 II 16 14 
ORDER OF EVENTS 
1 160 meciJey relay 
1200 yd. FrH 
40 yd. FrH 
10 yd. Ind. MHiey 
Diving (ttlrH dives In trials, but to 
to, nine scores for finals, two dives 
CONSOLATIONS 
6 60 Fly 
7 100 Free 
I 60 Back 
9 60 Breast 
5 6 7 I 
5 3 2 1 
10 ' 4 2 
10 160 FrH Relay 
me · 
In finals, dives must Include at le•st 
three categories, no dive may bt 
repeated). 
ong 
tg 
1 and 
l 
NCAA rules govern strokes and turns. 
Any qu.stions, please contact Coach Peterson or John Forster (752-9511). 
omen's fencing wrap-up 
March 9th the womeos' fencing team 
in the New England In-
Women's Team Championship 
-ntwo,Ao.tarn University. There were ten 
-1:urr•c from around New England at the 
presenting a formidable challenge to 
oew team. The members of the team, 
Woodman, Kathryn Lyga. Robin 
and Jane Franclose, are all freshmen 
only been fencing this year. 
WPI competitors victoriously came 
the semi-finals winning 16 out of a 
27 bou1s, the best score in their 
. They continued to fight through the 
lrld emerged at the finish with a total 
high enough to place the team THIRD In 
New England. 
On February 24 the team also participated 
In the New England Intercollegiate Women's 
Individual Championships at Brandeis 
University. During this meet the WPI fencers 
advanced through the preliminaries, quarter-
finals, and semi·finals. At the end of this 
competition Kathryn Lyga placed ninth and 
Jane Franciose placed eleventh out of a 
group of fifty contestants. 
The team has worked hard towards these 
competitions all year and they proved their 
ability impressively by placing high In both 
the championships. 
l.M. TABLE TENNIS 
ndatory organizational meeting- Thursday, April 
4:10 p.m., HARRINGTON AUD. 
I.M. SOFTBALL .. 
ndatory organizational meeting- Thursday, April 
0, 4:30 p.m., HARRINGTON AUD. 
Crew teal'!l opens season 
by Moon Cl•ncy 
The WPI Crew started ita season on a cold 
and wet note last Saturday. The day's snow 
and frigid winds made Lake Quinaig look like 
the Atlantic Ocean. This did not stop the 
racing however. WPI faced off against the 
·university of Massachusetts and Trinity 
College, two teams heavily finaflced by their 
schools. WPI entered three boats, a 
heavyweight four, a varsity lightweight eight, 
and a JV lightweight eight 
The heavyweight four just didn't have a 
good catch and lost to a strong U-Mass four. 
In the Varsity Lightweight eights Trinity 
practically sprinted the 2000 meter course 
with a stroke of 3&-38 strok• pet' minute and 
beat the Tech 8 by 47 aecondl.. In the JV race 
WPI'a Smorgasbord Boat *t Trinity's JV 
Lights by seconds and proved to be one of 
the closest races of the day. 
Next Saturday WPI travels to Amherst to 
face Amherst col'-ge on the Connecticut 
River. 
Otlt.r Ewmts 
Varsity - Trinity 6:11.3, UM- 6 :12.8; 
J.V. - UMass 6:21 .2, Trinity 7'112..7; Freah-
men - UMass 6:28.3, Trinity 6:-i2.3; Frosh 
Lt. Wts. - Trinity 6:47.9, UMass 7:15.8. 
WPI WIIEI'I ClEW IIIEIILE 
April 12 - Middletown hltlt school •t Middletown, Ct. 
April lt- Davenport Cup at Lowell, fours aiJd elgtrts. Connecticut cou .... Westev•n, 
Clark, Assumption and Wftl . 
April 23 - Worcnter City Championships. 
April 26 - University of New Hampshire •t New Hampshire, teurs and eights. 
~Y 3 - New Englenct Open at Worcester. 
May 11 - Easter WofMft's Sprints at Lake 8eslck, Ct. 
SKi team wrap-up 
by Ken Llmnamsnn 
The WPI Ski Team finished up the 1975 
season with a good performance at the New 
England Inter-Collegiate Alpine Tournament 
held at Mt. Whinier, N.H. on March 7 and 8. 
During the season, WPI was barely edged 
out of the top-four-team delegation of the 
Osborne Division which raced in the New 
England Championships. This margin was so 
small, in fact, that it can be attributed to a 
race early in the season held on a Friday 
• which prevented some of the regular team 
from entering (the other schools don't have 
seven-week terma). However, the WPI team 
did well enough in the slalom and giant 
Slalom at Ml Whittier, taking second place 
overall, to be invited to race in the New 
England Championship Giant Slalom against 
the other top teams at Mt Cranmore. 
Special recognition goes to team captain 
Bnan Huff, who won first place overall in the 
Osborne Division for the .-on. Prospects 
for next year's team look excellent, with only 
one of the top six racer to ~ting this year. 
HAVE YOU. EVER STROKED BEFORE? 
HAVE YOU EVER LET IT RUN? 
HAVE YOU EVER CAUGHT A CRAB? 
Well come at 4 p.m. to the front of Alumni Gym and find out what 
these terms mean in relation to crew. And while you're at it come out and 
try the sport of crew, once you have tried It you'll be hooked. 
The following students hive been setectM as new R.A. 's for the 1975-
1976 school year: 
William Cunningham 
O.niel Funk 
James Lunney 
Ane Madera 
Stephen Murko 
Roberta Nelson 
Miry Polanlk 
Rlchlrd Prtdella 
Barry Siff 
Patricia A. Welsh 
John Woodhull 
James Gado 
William Hattis 
• 
Anyone interested in seeing a Spree Day 
Issue and contributing to it: 
please contact 
Doug Knowles or John Zimmerman 
via Newspeak 
will not be published for 
Tuesday, A.prll 22 
Anyone with material to· be published before April 29 should 
submit it to WPI Newspeak before noon on Saturday, April 12. Anything 
submitted after that time will not be accepted, without exception. 
It would be particularly helpful if material, especially large articles or 
notices requiring special treatment, were submitted by Friday, April 11 . 
Anyone interested in the cause of this mess and willing to do 
something about it should contact Doug Knowles at NEWSPEAK {Box 
2472) as soon as possible. 
DANCE NIGHT 
at the Pub 
wltb tb~ 
Henry May Band. 
Saturday, April 12 
8:30- 12:00 
A z- -uocn 
.- o~ Rg·· l> 
..... ~ w ..... 
.. 
STUDENT TALENT NIGHT 
at the Pub, 
Thursday; April lOth, 
1:.11:00 
Admill._: Free 
GREETINGS 
ST'LIOENn:: 
• 
W5il.COMc SACl< 
. TO AHOIHER 
,UNPACKED 
SPiliNG. UERE 
AT DU8AYOo 
PEE EYE' 
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